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Abstract. There are numerous results on non-linear invariant attacks on T-310.
In all such attacks found so far, both the Boolean functions and the cipher wiring
were contrived and chosen by the attacker. In this article we show how to construct an invariant attack with the original Boolean function which was used to
encrypt government communications in the 1980s.
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Introduction

In current work on non-linear cryptanalysis of block ciphers there were first attacks on
really contrived block ciphers in [10, 2] and further ciphers which are very academic
and not used in real-life applications. For example we have attacks on full SCREAM,
iSCREAM, Midori64, [27] and many others. Can we break a real-life cipher? Another
family of works approaches this question as follows: given the cipher wiring (in T-310
or in DES) under what conditions a certain polynomial invariant works? The key tool
here is the so called Fundamental Equation (FE) in [6] and the best attacks of this type
found so far are constructed by multiplying many well chosen polynomials together, cf.
[19]. Some of these attacks have a very large success rate, so eventually if we make a
slight modification to our real-life Boolean function, we eventually get an attack which
works, cf. [17]. However until now, no researcher has yet succeeded to find a non-linear
attack specifically designed to work with one single real-life Boolean function which
he has not chosen. We simply need to adapt our whole non-linear attack to this specific
Boolean function.
In the present article we show how to eventually achieve this. Here the cipher wiring
will be special and specifically designed to make our attack work. This is particularly
interesting because one cannot hope to change the Boolean function inside any real-life
historical cipher machine in order to make an attack work. This is fixed and implemented in hardware. In contrast, it is possible and allowed to change the cipher wiring
in T-310. The long term key in T-310 takes the form of a printed board, and was changed
every few years [13]. In this paper we show that a super weak choice is possible.
This result is particularly significant for T-310, a government encryption system,
the cost of which is thousands of times more complex and costly, than with modern
commercial ciphers such as AES, cf. [15]. With our attack a large number of rounds
does not help. We will construct an invariant property which propagates for any number
of rounds.

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe our cipher. In Section
3 we study our Boolean function which is a central object of attention here. In Section
4.1 we study how our Boolean function can be annihilated by some polynomials. In
Section 5 we describe our attack which comes with a mathematical proof. In Section
5.3. we give an example of a long-term key and explain possible variants of our result.
We also explain how it can be re-interpreted in the light of a more general construction
with many cycles cf. [19] and in Appendix A we discuss which features of our Boolean
function would be relevant in further improved attacks.
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T-310: a Complex Compressing Feistel Cipher with 4 Branches

We recall the definition of T-310 block cipher from [25]. T-310 operates on 36 bits
blocks and the secret key on 240 bits.

Fig. 1. High-level overview of one round of T-310

In each round only 2 key bits K, L are used and the same 2 bits are repeated after 120
rounds. The secret key is defined as s1...120,1...2 ∈ {0, 1}240 which is 240 bits. In addition
each round has a round constant called F which derived from the public IV value. In
all, for any F, K, L ∈ GF(2)3 one round of this block cipher is a permutation1 . on 36
bits. The wiring2 of the cipher is defined by two functions: D : {1 . . . 9} → {0 . . . 36},
P : {1 . . . 27} → {1 . . . 36}. For example D(5) = 36 means that input bit 36 is connected
to the wire called D5 in Fig. 4 which then becomes U5 = y17 after XOR with bit g4.
Then P(1) = 25 means that input 25 is connected as v1 or the 2nd input of Z1 cf. Fig. 4.
1
2

This requires some complex technical conditions on the cipher wiring [14]
This wiring is also called LZS or Langzeitschlüssel which means a long-term key.

In one round 9 new bits are created and 36 − 9 = 27 bits are shifted by one position. The
cipher uses 4 identical Boolean functions of 6 bits which are denoted by Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , Z4
and sometimes also by 1-letter notations Z(),Y (), X(),W () respectively. Below we give
a set of closed formulas to compute the output bits y1−36 in each round from the input
bits x1−36 .
yi+1 = xi for any i 6= 4k

( with 1 ≤ i ≤ 36)

y33 = F + xD(9)

(r0)
(r1)

de f
Z1 = Z(L, xP(1) ,. . . ,xP(5) )

(z1)

y29 = F + Z1 + xD(8)

(r2)

y25 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + xD(7)

(r3)

de f
Z2 =

Y (xP(7) , . . . , xP(12) )

y21 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +
y17 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +

(z2)
xD(6)
xP(13) + xD(5)

de f

Z3 = X(xP(14) , . . . , xP(19) )
y13 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +
y9 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +

(r4)
(r5)
(z3)

xP(13) + L+Z3 + xD(4)

(r6)

xP(13) + L+Z3 + xP(20) + xD(3)

(r7)

de f

Z4 = W (xP(21) , . . . , xP(26) )

(z4)

y5 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +

xP(13) + L+Z3 + xP(20) +Z4 +xD(2)

(r8)

y1 = F + Z1 + xP(6) + Z2 +

xP(13) + L+Z3 + xP(20) +Z4 +xP(27) +xD(1)

(r9)

de f

x0 = K

(s1)

F ∈ {0, 1} is a round constant

depending on a (public) IV

( f 1)

K = sm mod 120, 1

(in encryption round m = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

(k1)

L = sm mod 120, 2

(in encryption round m = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

(k2)

Fig. 2. The specification of one round of T-310

Notation. In order for our polynomials to be short and compact we sometimes replace
the 36 bits x1 − x36 by single letters, cf. Fig. 3. We avoid certain letters like F used elsewhere. We study polynomial invariants for one round with 36 variables, and variables
xi and yi are treated “alike” and can be called by the SAME letter, for example x36 = a
and then y36 = a also. If we want to avoid ambiguity, we will distinguish between the
variable a at input denoted by ai or just a, and the same variable at output denoted by
ao or aφ where φ is a short notation for one round of encryption.

Fig. 3. Variable naming conventions
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The Original Boolean Function

Our Boolean function which we denote in short by a single letter Z, is used 4 times
inside one encryption round. It was first specified in [21] dated 1973, and it is the same
as for an earlier SKS cipher in page 39 of [26], and the same as in page 113 in [24] and
page 256 in [25], except that the constant 1 was omitted (by mistake). We have:
Z(a, b, c, d, e, f ) = 1 ⊕ a ⊕ e ⊕ f ⊕ ad ⊕ bc ⊕ be ⊕ de ⊕ e f ⊕
acd ⊕ ac f ⊕ ade ⊕ bc f ⊕ bd f ⊕ ce f ⊕
abcd ⊕ abce ⊕ abe f ⊕ bcd f ⊕ abcde ⊕ acde f
3.1 Design Criteria for our Boolean Function Z from 1970s
We refer to Sections 3.3 to 3.6 in [16] for a detailed discussion of the original design
criteria which were used when this Boolean function was chosen in the 1970s. We
recall these criteria briefly here, with some rewriting and re-interpretation, using a more
contemporary vocabulary. In [21] dated 1973, we read that:
(73.1)
(73.2)
(73.3) |{X
(73.4)

|{X = (X1 , X2 , . . . , X6 )∈{0, 1}6 |Z(X) = 0}| = 25

|{X ∈{0, 1}6 |Z(X) = 0, HW (X) = r}| ≈ 6r · 21 ,
∈{0, 1}6 |Z(X1 , .., Xi , .., X6 ) = Z(X1 , .., Xi ⊕ 1, .., X6 )}| ≈ 25 ,

r = 0..6
i = 1..6

Z is not symmetric

A later document [1] from 1976 specifies another set of properties, which frankly
looks less like requirements, and much more as an evaluation of a Boolean function
already chosen at the time, probably3 between 1973 and 1975.
(76.1) All derivations of Z were computed as Zhegalkin polynomials, which is the same
as Algebraic Normal Form (ANF), and also was computed as truth tables.
(76.2) Frequency of the function result being 1 with k fixed inputs was computed for
(k = 1, 2, 3).
(76.3) The statistic structure which means the full table of linear characteristics of this
Boolean function Z was computed. Original documents do not describe any full
attack such as Linear Cryptanalysis, cf. [16, 28]. Instead they say that this was studied in order to see if some (presumably cryptanalytic) “advantage” could be gained
from an approximation of our function Z by other Boolean functions.
(76.4) Z is not symmetric, for example when arguments are permuted, and arguments are
negated, or a combination of both.
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Some earlier documents about these questions, about cipher designs called ALPHA, SKS and
OPERATION cited in [1] are not available to us, cf. also [15].

3.2

Relevance to Our Attack and Modern Theory of Boolean Functions

These old criteria can be studied again in relation to the attack we present in this article
and to the contemporary theory of Boolean functions. The main idea is that the output of
our Boolean function Z is expected to behave randomly and should not remain constant
after different types of transformations. In point (76.4) it is required that Z should not
be constant when we permute or negate some inputs. The point (76.2) is more precise
about the balanced-ness of Z when k inputs are fixed. In this article, cf. Section 4.1
below, we study whet happens when some 3 affine functions of the 6 variables are fixed,
for example when (a+d)(b+c)( f +e) = 1, and the attacker would like Z to be constant
over such (affine) spaces. We get a more refined notion of balanced-ness or rather lack
of it, on smaller affine spaces. This is more general, and closely related to the question
of 3-normal Boolean functions, proposed and studied by Dobbertin and Charpin, cf.
[20, 4]. A good Boolean function should not be constant on spaces of this type which
are not too small (in cardinality). Then if we further replace the word “constant” by
“affine”, we obtain the question of 3-weakly-normal Boolean functions first introduced
by Charpin in [4].
3.3

What Is Wrong with the Original Boolean Function

As far as we can see there is nothing wrong with this Boolean function. We could of
course mandate stricter requirements such as in DES, cf. [11], however in our opinion
these requirements for DES, are too strict, and many of them are not even necessary for
designing a secure cipher.
3.4

Is the Original Boolean Function Secure?

In our opinion most Boolean functions, are equivalent in terms of security which can
be obtained, for any given block cipher. For example for some 90 % of Boolean functions chosen completely at random, we expect similar attacks to exist. Weak cases do
certainly exist, but in our opinion no Boolean function or S-box is really particularly
strong, see for example [8] for stream ciphers or [18] for a block cipher. Several papers
show the importance od cipher wiring, cf. [3] and [9] for DES, and [18] for GOST, etc.
This suggests that an opportunistic approach to cryptanalysis will work: design
many different attacks which work with a large probability for a random Boolean function, and eventually one of them will break T-310 in a real-life setting. The problem
however is that this approach is expensive and obscure and tedious: it requires to generate vast databases of possible attacks, for example following the general framework
of [19], and we have not implemented it yet, and it might require some substantial
computing power (and storage). Moreover we would obtain plenty of attacks but little
understanding, of why some attacks exist and how to construct more attacks.
Therefore it is useful to try to work from the prescribed Boolean function and see
what makes that a certain attack might work. We also hope that this approach is more
illuminating. This is why we also wish to construct an attack by formal polynomial
algebra, and by paper and pencil. This rather than working with some (more obscure)
sets of constraints or with partitioning of some spaces or with complex formal algebra
(or logic) software tools.
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On the Annihilation Complexity of Z

One of the main vulnerabilities of Boolean functions, which lead to attacks on block
and stream ciphers alike, cf. [12, 6] are annihilation vulnerabilities. Here also we have
the 90 % question as above. Numerous attacks based on annihilation specifically, on
block and stream ciphers alike were shown to work for a large proportion of Boolean
functions or S-boxes, cf. [17] or for all Boolean functions [12, 8]. We need therefore to
see what kind of annihilation events exist with our Boolean function, and in general.
4.1

On Algebraic Immunity and Annihilation Complexity of Z

The space of annihilators for Z has dimension 32, cf. Thm. C.2. in Appendix C of [17].
Inside there exist 10 linearly independent annihilators of degree 3 which are listed in
[13]. Accordingly the so called Algebraic Immunity is 3. One of these 10 is particularly
simple and is ac + bc + ace + bce, which can be factored as:
(a + b)c(1 + e)Z = 0
Is this unusual? Yes and no, we know that (cf. Thm 6.1. in [17] based on earlier Thm
6.0.1. in [12]) for any Boolean function either Z or Z + 1 has at least one annihilator of
degree 3. A stronger result is that either Z or Z + 1 will have an annihilator of degree
being a product of 3 affine factors, which is in fact a direct consequence of a normality
property reported in [4], based on earlier work of [22]. Therefore we are definitely not
surprised that equations such as (a + b)c(1 + e)Z = 0 exist.
4.2

Additional Annihilation Properties of Z

What is surprising, and we are not aware of any theoretical estimation which would
confirm that, is that multiple solutions exist for both Z and Z + 1 when Z is a balanced
function. This is indirectly what makes the present work possible: if one annihilation
property would not work for specific technical reasons, another might eventually work.
The current construction in this article is such that it requires three disjoint sets of 2 variables. However we expect that there exist many other non-linear invariant attacks [19].
There exist vast quantities of annihilation properties for this (and any other) Boolean
function. For example we have observed that:
(Z + e)(c + e)(d + e)(a + b) = 0
and
(Z + b)ad f = 0
We have however paid particular attention to properties which would look like the
property required in [17] which was Z(a + b)(c + d)(e + f ) = 0 modulo a re-ordering a
variables. We found for example that:
(Z)( f + d + 1)(a + c)(b + d) = 0.
Finally we tried to relax our requirement of annihilating Z or Z + 1 itself, as there
are too few ways to annihilate Z. For this reason we allow the addition of arbitrary
affine functions to Z, which corresponds to our more general attack in framework in
[19], which works with a more general notion of weak normality for Boolean functions
in [4]. We then found that we also have:

(Z + f + c)(a + d)(b + c)( f + e) = 0
This equation (and only this one) is exploited in the present paper. We believe that a
similar attack could be designed for many other ways to annihilate Z. Many other ways
to annihilate Z exist and we expect that some are more suitable for being exploited
inside an attack. We should also note that it is not exactly the so called Algebraic Immunity, but rather the more appropriate notions of normality and weak normality of [4],
which are relevant here. Some important additional ways to annihilate Z specifically
chosen for further applications in cryptanalytic attacks in mind are studied in Appendix
A and in [13].
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Constructing A Non-Linear Invariant Attack On T-310

In this paper we present one particularly strong attack on T-310 which is inspired by a
similar attack described in [17]. However the objectives in the present article are very
different than previously and we will need a number of additional technical constraints
on the cipher wiring. Wedefine the following 8 basic polynomials:
de f

A = (q + e) which is bits 20, 32



de f


B = (r + f ) which is bits 19, 31



de f


C = (s + g) which is bits 18, 30




f
D de
= (t + h) which is bits 17, 29
de f


E = (S + u)



de f


F = (T + v)




de f


G = (U + w)



 de f
H = (V + x)

which is bits 4, 16
which is bits 3, 15
which is bits 2, 14
which is bits 1, 13

and we observe that we have a pseudo-cycle, also shown in Fig. 5:
H → G → F → E →? D → C → B → A →? H
where H → G is a trivial transition, and we also write G = H φ , which is due to the
internal wiring: these bits are just shifted inside this cipher, cf. rule (r0) in Fig. 2. Two
transitions however, are problematic and marked with question marks. These are not
quite correct and they are in fact simply rather impossible to achieve. They would be
true if certain complex Boolean functions namely W + c + f and Y + c + f were equal
to zero for every input. This is not the case, however some multiples of these functions
will be zero. Here W + c + f denotes a Boolean function shifted by the addition of 3rd
and 6th variable to the output.
5.1 An Invariant Attack with the Original Boolean Function
We now present our main result. For simplicity it fixes the order of bits for the two
Boolean functions and used colour coding and one example mapping of inputs for better readability. More generally inputs our two Boolean functions W and Y could be
permuted if this is done in a consistent way for both. An example of a full cipher wiring
which works will be given in page 11.

Theorem 5.2 (Invariant Attack using the Original Boolean Function).
Given the eight polynomials A − H defined as above and reproduced also in Fig. 5,
AND for each cipher wiring for T-310 s.t.
(
{D(1), D(4), P(20), P(27)} = {5 · 4, 8 · 4, P(23), P(26)}
{D(5), D(8), P(6), P(13)} = {1 · 4, 4 · 4, P(9), P(12)}
AND if the Boolean function (used twice as W and as Y for different sets of inputs)
is such that we have:
(Z + f + c)(a + d)(b + c)( f + e) = 0
AND for any mapping of any 3 out of 6 polynomials B,C, D, F, G, H into 6 inputs
of W defined by integers P(21), . . . , P(26) connected4 in a way which preserves5 the
partitioning in three sets or pairs in (a + d)(b + c)( f + e), for example:
17, 30, 18, 29, 31, 19
AND for any mapping of the remaining 3 pairs of inputs to6 the 6 inputs of Y defined
by integers P(7), . . . , P(12) of Y (), which also are connected preserving the three sets
of pairs, for example
13, 2, 14, 1, 3, 15
THEN for any short term key of 240 bits, and for any initial state on 36 bits, we
have the non-linear invariant
P = ABCDEFGH
holding with probability 1.0 for any number of rounds and for any F, K, L.

Fig. 4. The internal structure of one round of T-310 block cipher
4
5
6

For example we connect 2 · 3 inputs of D,C, B to the 6 inputs of W .
For example if one input A is b the other must be c.
For example we connect 2 · 3 inputs of H, G, F to the 6 inputs of Y .

Proof:
We start by observing that, following the path from output 13 to 1 in Fig. 4, or
adding together the equations (r6) and (r9) in Fig. 2 we get:
H o = y13 +y1 = xD(4) +xP(20) +W (.)+xP(27) +xD(1) = (W ()+xP(23) +xP(26) )+(x32 +x20 ) =
= (W + f + c)(.) + Ai
which is true knowing that {D(1), D(4), P(20), P(27)} = {5 · 4, 8 · 4, P(23), P(26)}.

Fig. 5. Our attack can be studied in terms of a cycle of size 8 with on 8 basic polynomials A
to H which are expected to be transformed into each other in a closed loop in every 8 consecutive applications of our cipher. The invariant polynomial is actually the product of all these
P = ABCDEFGH. Some transitions are trivial. Other are only true if the assumptions of our
attack are satisfied which makes that two polynomials namely (Y + c + f ) and (W + c + f ) are
simultaneously annihilated inside our attack.

Then following the path from output 29 to 17 in Fig. 4, or adding together the
equations (r2) and (r5) in Fig. 2 we get:
Do = y29 +y17 = xD(8) +xP(6) +Y (.)+xP(13) +xD(5) = (Y (.)+xP(9) +xP(12) )+(x16 +x4 ) =
= (Y + f + c)(.) + E i
which in turn works knowing that {D(5), D(8), P(6), P(13)} = {1·4, 4·4, P(9), P(12)}.

We also have 6 trivial transitions such as Ao = Bi due to shifting of bits by one
position, cf. (r0) in Fig. 2.
We now put this all together.

Fig. 6. Example of how we map inputs of W and Y to 3 sets with 2 variables out of 6 in a way
consistent with our annihilation property

At the input side P is equal to P i = ABCDEFGH and at the output of our cipher
we have:
P o = Ao BoCo Do E o F o Go H o = BiCi Di ((Y + f +c)()+E i )F i Gi H i ((W + f +c)()+Ai ) =
at this moment only input variables are left and we can drop the exponents such as
Ai and we get a pure expression which depends only on the input variables:
P o = BCD(Y (.) + E)FGH(W (.) + A) =
Now we observe that the inputs of W () are 17, 30, 18, 29, 31, 19 , and our assumption
was (Z + f + c)(a + d)(b + c)( f + e) = 0 which means that
(W + f + c)(B)(C)(D) = 0.
and this equation allows us to erase (W + f + c)(BCD) because any multiple of it is
equal to 0 and we get:
P o = BCD((Y + f + c)() + E)FGHA =
Likewise the inputs of Y () are 13, 2, 14, 1, 3, 15, and our assumption was (Z + f +
c)(a + d)(b + c)( f + e) = 0 which means that
(Y + f + c)(F)(G)(H) = 0.
and this equation allows us to erase any multiple of (Y + f + c)(FGH) leading to:
P o = BCDEFGHA = P i
which ends our proof.

5.3

Application Notes and Observations

One long term key which works is LZS 515 given below. It has a bijective round function which is not strictly required (except that T-310 would then be under threat of
powerful attacks, [14]). It was generated with some trial and error using CryptoMiniSat
to find collisions automatically and thus exclude keys which are not bijective.
515: P=9,5,7,34,33,15,13,2,14,1,3,15,14,11,26,16,6,5,
23,19,17,30,18,29,31,19,18 D=20,36,12,32,4,8,24,16,28
Notes. Remark: in our example we mapped inputs of W to B,C, D which are consecutive states on one half of our cycle in Fig. 5. This is NOT necessary, and we can use
any 3 out of 6 polynomials B,C, D, F, G, H for W and the other 3 for Y . These 6 polynomials are such that they are mapped to another polynomial from the 8 basic polynomials
A, B,C, D, E, F, G, H by a “trivial” transition which does not impose any conditions or
one marked with 0 in Fig. 5. Such polynomials are sometimes called “transformable
polynomials” using the terminology of [19] which name means that they belong to our
set of 8 polynomials after transformation by the round function φ , for example we write
G = H φ which shows that H is a “transformable” polynomial. An interesting research
question is to design a better attack which reuses these polynomials, cf. Appendix A.
Open Problems. One referee of this paper have asked what would be the percentage of long term keys which would satisfy the official KT1/KT2 criteria approved for
government communications [25]. The answer is most likely 0 % with the current attack. In this paper we worked with paper and pencil and the attack is very simple. The
next step is to search for further more complicated attacks for example following the
methodology of [19] (and again subject to questions of polynomial reuse, cf. Appendix
A). It appears that the space of possible attacks is extremely large and has not yet been
studied in full. Therefore in our opinion an improved attack with a more complex invariant configuration which works with fully compliant KT1 or KT2 keys is likely to
exist.
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Conclusion

In this article we showed that it is possible to design a nonlinear invariant attack on
T-310 on-demand, with the exact original Boolean function which was used to encrypt
government communications in the 1980s. This was not achieved before, as far as we
can see. We worked by formal algebra from a well-chosen annihilation property.
Our cipher wiring is very special, however such modifications are officially allowed,
in the sense of being 100 % compatible with the original T-310 encryption hardware.
Therefore we obtain a quasi-realistic attack scenario. This explains why it is important
to be able to test cryptographic algorithms for defects when they are used in practice.
There are numerous ways in which a non-linear invariant attack could be exploited
in cryptanalysis in order to actually decrypt some communications, cf. for example
Section 6 in [5]. This is a complex technical and combinatorial optimization question
which we consider to be outside the scope of this article.
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A

Future Attacks: Shared Factors and Fewer Variables

This article is the first successful attempt, to construct a realistic non-linear attack “on
demand”, given one fixed specific real-life Boolean function. We needed to adapt our
attack to the Boolean function. It is obvious that a lot more can be done in this direction.
Current research on invariant attacks on T-310 privileges annihilation equations of low
degree which corresponds to the notion of k-normality in Boolean functions [4]. There
is another major approach to this problem. To look at ways to annihilate Z with less than
6 variables (but maybe more factors). We have already see that with (Z + b)ad f = 0.
We list some more such solutions below which use only 4 active variables. With less
variables it is easer to find an invariant attack, some variables are already eliminated (!).
In addition, if we want to apply the general attack framework of [19], it is clear that
we need to re-use affine factors. This in order to optimize the total degree of the product
attack, and also avoid product of polynomials P to become zero itself, compromising
the hopes for a valid invariant attack. For this reason, it is particularly interesting to
study cases when certain affine factors in 6 variables are repeated within a larger number
of annihilation conditions. This leads to new very specific optimization problems. For
example given k linear factors, maximize the number of affine shifts of Z which can be
annihilated simultaneously. An example is worth a thousands words, therefore we give
here an example of such a configuration with a shared factor of d.

(Z + 1) ∗ (1 + a + b) ∗ (d) ∗ (1 + a + f ) = 0
(Z + b) ∗ (d) ∗ (1 + b + e) ∗ ( f ) = 0
Them main idea is that in one single attack where the invariant will impose that
(among others) d = 1 at each round, the polynomials (Z + 1) and (Z + b) would be
annihilated simultaneously for 2 different reasons. This example is incomplete, in the
sense that it does not list numerous other related polynomials with some shared factors
and with the same original Boolean function. The number of possibilities is simply very
large. The reuse of annihilating factors is expected to increase the probability that some
invariant property P would work on T-310. One method to construct such attacks could
be the general cyclic product attack construction of [19].

